LOOK FORWARD TO HOSTING YOU TO OUR
RESEARCH FARM TO FIELD DAY

JUNE 21, 2019
TIME: Registration at 11, Sessions Beginning at 12
WHERE: The farms of Bill and Keith Frakes and Al Frakes
2470 East County Road 1170 – Carthage, IL 62321
(lunch and supper will be served)

COMPLETE WITH LIVE CATTLE DEMONSTRATIONS!

TOPICS:

MANAGING MINERAL NUTRITION: Learn how a balanced mineral formulation combined with weather resistance and consistent intake can help you reach your goals with your mineral program.

CREEP FEEDING: How can I make sure my creep feeding program is worth the investment? Learn how our programs have become very cost effective in providing added nutrition to a nursing calf.

GREAT STARTS PROGRAM: We all want weaned calves to stay healthy. However, learn how you can add a significant amount of gains during weaning time.

HEIFER DEVELOPMENT AND 1ST CALF HEIFER MANAGEMENT: Replacement heifers are kept back for a reason. Learn some management practices that can help make those heifers grow into their potential.

BASIC RUMINANT NUTRITION: Learn about rumen microbes, how we can go about feeding them and how they impact cow nutrition.

CATTLE MARKET OUTLOOK: We all want to get better at marketing our cattle crops. Listen to the latest trends in the cattle market to help put more profit in your pocket.

DRAWINGS FOR FREE PRIZES - MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN
GRAND PRIZE!